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In each household, there may come a period when old, dilapidated windows would have to be
replaced with newer, superior ones to provide greater protection and energy efficiency.
Replacement windows are installed onto existing window frames to give greater insulation and
ventilation. As there are many styles of windows, homeowners have different kinds of replacement
window options available to them. Below are some fundamental types of replacement windows
worth reading about.

One of the most preferred window replacement choices is the bow window.

As its name indicates, it is curved similar to a bow and supplies a wide panorama of the outside.
This style of window was introduced into the United States by British settlers in the eighteenth
century. Installing bow windows in your house gives several perks, one of these is the capacity to
make a room seem sunnier, loftier, and more sophisticated. Additionally, bay windows add more
illumination and air flow, providing a constant source of fresh air.

Next, another prominent type of replacement window is the jalousie window, also known as the
louver window. When you take a closer look at these windows, you will observe that they are
composed of glass slats which are placed as panels within metal clips. These glass slat boards are
rotated like shutters manually to open and close. This shutter function of jalousie windows allows
property owners to moderate the air flow in their properties.

The patio window is another selection for replacement windows Northern Virginia homeowners love.
Patio windows arrive in different styles, patterns and dimensions, but are ordinarily floor-to-ceiling
windows that let the outside in, so to speak. The ideal selection of patio windows all depends on the
taste of every property owner and the design and architectural demands of a home.

Occasionally considered as an option for window replacement Northern Virginia locals also adore,
the arched window is not your typical, everyday window. Arched windows are frequently included
into properties to add a degree of complexity and class to the architecture. Before having arched
windows or any type of window replacement mounted onto your house for that matter, it would be
best to speak with a specialist first to ascertain its applicability.

Lastly, examine the hopper window. This style of window is a bottom hung casement window.
Several kinds of hopper windows Northern Virginia properties have tilt open at the top and come
with lever handles to hold them in place against the breeze.
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